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Scared dogs……

Why are some dogs scared of 
people?

How does their environment 
influence their behaviour?

How can we manage them? 

Thinking about rehabilitation



Why are some dogs scared of people?

Multiple factors

• Genetics

• Breed, individual differences

• Maternal influences

• Early environment



Learning in development of 
behavioural responses

Anxiety



Factors influencing behavioural response in 
rescue

• Pain / medical conditions

• Current Environment

• Influencing general arousal

• Influencing emotional state

• Motivation to avoid learnt threat

• Motivation to do other things

• Ongoing learning



Medical conditions / Pain



Current Environment

• Other stuff in rescue

• Influence of people, other dogs, 
noise, etc etc.

• Level of predictability and control 
within the environment



Influence of other factors in the environment?

• Increased arousal……

• Pupil dilation

• Increased breathing / panting

• Piloerection

• Not taking food

• Increased salivation

• Pacing / not settling



Arousal

• These signs don’t tell us 
the emotional valence 
(whether the emotion is 
positive or negative), only 
that the dog is aroused…

• …but will influence 
threshold of showing 
behavioural responses



Conflicting emotions – increase arousal 



To gain access to something 

they desire

Or, to avoid something they find 

aversive

Conflicts

• Between….



Changing 
Behaviour



What is Rehabilitation Training?

• Rehabilitation training is changing a dog’s                       
‘unwanted’ behaviour in a welfare sensitive                               
manner, by changing their perception of                               
and / or response to the stimulus



How Can We Modify Behaviour?

• Short term management and environmental modification

• To keep the dog’s arousal levels at a point                             
where they can still learn – ‘below threshold’

• To maintain safety and welfare

• Identify trigger/s for the behaviour

• We can then change dogs’ perception of these triggers 
using techniques of desensitisation and counter-
conditioning



• The 3Rs:

• Assess the Risks

• Restrict the behaviour

• Rehabilitate 

Take Into Consideration…



• Risks to the individual, people, other 
animals and potentially property

• What can be done to minimise these 
risks?

• Using safety equipment

• Wearing appropriate clothing

• Adjusting the environment                    
(more details on this to                                
follow)

Risk Assessment



• This is not about physically stopping the dog! 

• Instead, we focus on managing the 
environment and the dog to prevent               
them from practicing the behaviour

• Therefore it’s key to avoid triggers,                 
keep arousal levels low, promote                             
positive behaviour etc.

Restricting the Behaviour



Managing the Environment



Rehabilitation Planning - Know Your Dog!

• What are their preferred reinforcers? Are these suitable for 
what you are planning?

• What cued behaviours does the dog already know?

• Is there anything in the dog’s history that would                   
concern you in relation to trying to modify their                        
behaviour? 

• Physical health

• Medication

• Food restrictions



Rehabilitation – Realistic Expectations

• This needs breaking down into achievable 
‘bite size’ steps 

• Take into account the limitations of the centre 
environment and later, potential limitations 
regarding adopter skills / circumstances 

• Monitoring and recording progress is key to                           
assist with all of this!



• The process of reducing sensitivity to a stimulus through a 
structured procedure of gradual exposure to it

• With the aim of reducing or eliminating the ‘unwanted’ 
response

Desensitisation (DS)



• Stimulus which previously evoked a negative emotional 
response now evokes a positive response

Respondent Counter-conditioning



Respondent Counter-conditioning



• Stimulus which evoked an ‘unwanted’ response now evokes a 
‘wanted’ response – the dog changes their behaviour, even if 
not their emotional reaction

Operant Counter-conditioning



Operant Counter-conditioning



Desensitisation and counter-conditioning together



Thanks for your 
attention!


